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Abstract 
Miyanishi, M. and T. Nomura, Finite group scheme actions on the affine plane, Journal of Pure 
and Applied Algebra 71 (1991) 2499264. 
An action of a finite group Z/pi2 for a prime p on the affine plane A2 in characteristic zero can 
be deformed to an action of the local group scheme ~~ on A2 in positive characteristic. Given an 
action of pp on A’, one may ask conversely when this action is a deformation of an action of 
h/pi!. We shall show that the linearizability condition of the action of y is a good candidate 
for a necessary and sufficient condition. 
Introduction 
Let 0 be a discrete valuation ring (DVR, for short) with quotient field K of 
characteristic zero and residue field k of positive characteristic p. We say that 0 is 
p-good if K contains a primitive pth root of unity and k is algebraically closed. Let 
P 1 be the kernel of the ‘multiplication by p’ morphism of the multiplicative 
g;o\p scheme G,,, . Namely, pp,e is a finite group scheme over 0 whose 
coordinate ring is O[t, tC’]/(t’ - 1) 
tc3 t, L(t) =!-I 
and whose group law is defined by m*(t) = 
and F(t) = 1. Hence Y,~ = pP.n O. K is isomorphic to ZlpZ 
provided K contains a primitive pth root of unity and pP,k = pfj,O BO k is a local 
finite group scheme. Let X = Ai = Spec O[x, y] be the affine plane defined over 6 
and let (T: pP,C x X-+ X be an action of pP,e on X. If 0 is p-good, a, = CT C%I~ K
defines an action of ZipZ on A’, which is known to be conjugate to a linear action 
(cf. [6]), while the action Us = CT Be k is equivalent to an action of a k-derivation 
A on k[x, y] with A’ = A (cf. the first section). So, the derivation A above on 
k[x, y] can be viewed as a reduction of the ZlpZ-action on K[x, y] or the action 
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(T on 6[x, y]. Conversely, given a k-derivation A on k[x, y], one may ask if there 
exist a p-good DVR 0 and an action (T of pP,R on AZ: such that the given derivation 
A is a reduction of cr. The purpose of the present article is to discuss this problem, 
which we call the lifting problem. 
In the first section we consider the actions of local finite group schemes E*.~,~ and 
(Y~,~ on a polynomial ring k[x:,, . . . , x,,] and discuss the linearization problem of 
these actions. In the second section, we consider the actions of pP,O and discuss 
various characterizations of these actions, for example, in terms of ‘pseudo- 
derivations’. In the third section we consider the lifting problem of the actions of 
IlP.0. 
1. Actions of pp,k and LY~,~ 
1.1. Let k be an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic p. For the 
definition of the local finite group scheme aP,,, we refer to [2] or [l]. We simply 
denote pP.k and aP,k by CL, and (Ye, respectively. Let A be a k-algebra. A 
k-derivation A on A is called of multiplicative type (of additive type, respectively) 
if A = A (Ap = 0, respectively). Let (T: G X X+X be an action of a group 
scheme G = pP or aP on an affine scheme X = Spec A. Then u is given by a 
k-algebra homomorphism 6 : A-+ A @‘k k[T] where rp = 0. Write 6 = cf:i 4,~’ 
as a sum of k-linear mappings. The following result is well known and easy to 
verify. 
1.2. Lemma. With the above notations, set A = A,. Then A,, = id (denoted by lA), 
A is a k-derivation on A of multiplicative type if G = up and of additive type if 
G = or, and Ai is uniquely written as a polynomial in A with coefJicients in the 
prime field F,. If G = cyr, Ai = Ai/( If G = y, rewrite 6 = CrzPi ait’, where 
t = 1 + 7. Then {Si} is a family of k-endomorphisms of A such that 6, + . . . + 
6 p_l = l,, Sj6, = 0 ifi #j and S,? = Sj. {A,} and (6,) determine ach other and (8,) 
is determined by A by a matrix relation ‘( 1,) A, . . . , Ap ’ ) = Q . ‘(tic,, . . . , S,_ , ), 
where Q is a (p x p)-matrix whose first row is (1,. . . , 1) and (i + 1)st row is 
(0, 1,2’, . . . , pi) for 1 2 i up - 1. Conversely, a k-derivation A of multiplicative or 
additive type on A defines an action of pP or up on X = Spec A by the k-algebra 
homomorphism 6 = ~~=~,, A ?j with A, determined via the same formula as above 
by A. 
Proof. We only note that the above matrix relation in the case where r is an 
action of r-~, is obtained from the obvious relations 1, = 6, + . . * + l3_, and 
A,=6,+26,+36,+...+(p-1)6,_,. 0 
Let A=k[x,,..., x,] be a polynomial ring in n variables and let A be a 
k-derivation on A of additive or multiplicative type. We say that the action of p” 
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or CX~ is linear if it acts on A” via the general linear group GL(n, k). In terms of 
the derivation A, it is equivalent to saying that A(x,) E kx, + . . . + kx, for 
15 i % n. If there is a k-automorphism y of A” such that the conjugate y -’ . (T. 
(1, x 7) of (+ is linear, we say that the action u is finearizable. The k-derivation 
associated with the action y ~’ . a-(1, x y) is apparently (p.A.(p-‘, where cp is 
the k-automorphism of A associated with y. By the abuse of terminology, we 
often say that A is linear or linearizable. We shall prove the following: 
1.3. Theorem. Let A be a k-derivation of multiplicative type on A. Then A is 
linearizable if and only if there exists a change of variables 
(x,, . . .,X,)H(Y,,..., y,) such that A = c:=, niyiar, where a, = alay, and nj E 
5 
Proof. To prove the ‘if’ part, let cp be a k-automorphism of A such that 
cp(y,) = xi. Then cp . A. ‘pm’(xi) = nix, for 15 i 5 n. Hence A is linearizable. We 
shall prove the ‘only if’ part. Replacing A by cp . A. ‘p-l if necessary, we may 
assume that A is linear. Let {Si} be the family of k-endomorphisms of A as 
considered in Lemma 1.2 which is associated with A. Note that since A is linear, 
the 6,‘s are k-linear endomorphisms of the k-vector space kx, + * . . + kx,. Since 
8’ = 6, and the &‘s are mutually commutative, they correspond to simultaneously 
diagonalizable matrices. Replacing A by I,IJ. A * I,!-’ if necessary, we may assume 
that the 6,‘s are already diagonalized. If one makes use of the relations 1, = 
8, + 6, + . . . + c3p_,) i3,tSi = tSi& for i fj and Sf = ai, one obtains readily 6(xi) = 
x,P for n,EIF,. Then A has the form c:=, n,(alax,). Hence, after a change of 
variables cp( yi) = x, (15 i 5 n), we have A = cy=, n,y,(alay,). 0 
1.4. Remark. Let F be the Frobenius morphism of the multiplicative group 
scheme G, and let pP,r be the kernel of F’. An action u of pP,, on a k-algebra A is 
likewise described by the associated k-homomorphism S : A -+ A @ k[ r] with 
7’” = 0. We can speak of a linear or linearizable action of CL~,~ on A = 
k[x,, . . , , xn]. Then g is linearizable if and only if 6(y,) = y,,“’ for 1~ i 5 n after 
a suitable change of variables (x,, . . . , x,,) H (y,, . . . , y,). 
1.5. We shall show by an example that not all k-derivations of multiplicative type 
are linearizable. 
Proposition. Suppose p 2 3 and let A = k[x,, x2]. Let A be a k-derivation on A 
given by 
A = (x, + x;)d, + (x, + ~;)a, with s = (p + 1)/2 and a, = al~?x, . 
Then A is of multiplicative type and not linearizable. 
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Proof. It is straightforward to check that Ap(xi) = A(xi) for i = 1,2. Hence A is of 
multiplicative type. Suppose there were two variables y,, y2 such that A = 
k[y,, y2] and A = n,y, a/ay, + n,y, ~316~~~. Write yi =x.(x,, x2) for i = 1,2. Then 
the Jacobian matrix J = a( fi, f2) /a( x,, x2) is invertible. Hence the ideal I of A 
generated by df,lax, and 8filax, is A itself. From the assumption, we obtain the 
following relations: 
(A,) n,f, = (x, + x;)a&lex, + (x, + x;)aLlax, ) 
(Bi) Hi dJ;ldx, = (1-t x;/2)df;/ax, + (x, + x;)a’~/ax; 
+ (x2 + x;)a*ilax, ax, ) 
(‘i) n; af,/ax, = (x1 + x”,)d2fJdx, ax, + (1+ x;/2)aAlax, 
+ (x2 + x;)a”f.lax; ) 
where Y = (p - 1) /2. 
Consider the case n,=O. By (A,), x,)af,/ax, and x,]df,lax,. Hence ZC 
Ax, + Ax, # A, which is a contradiction. If n2 = 0, we get a contradiction, too. 
Suppose ~zi # 1. By (B,), we have afllax, C Ax, + Ax,. Similarly, by (C,) we 
have afi/ax2 C Ax, + Ax,. This is a contradiction. If n2 # 1, we reach a contradic- 
tion as well. Suppose finally that ~1, = n2 = 1. By (B,) and (C,), we obtain 
x; af,lax,, x; afilax, E A(1 +x’I) + A(1 + x;) # A. 
Choose CY E k so that (Y’ + 1 = 0. Then I C A(x, - CX) + A(x, - a), which is a 
contradiction. Thus A is not linearizable. 0 
1.6. Remark. In the case of characteristic zero, it is known that any finite 
subgroup of Aut,(A2) is conjugate to a subgroup of GL(2, k) (cf. [6]). In the 
positive characteristic case, this is however not the case as shown by the following 
example: Let p be a de Jonquiere transformation defined by cp(x,) =x1 and 
(p(x2) = x2 + x7 with n e 2. Then cp generates a subgroup G of Aut,(A’) iso- 
morphic to ZlpZ. Note that the fixed-point locus F under this action is the 
x,-axis. For any point P of F, the G-action induced on the tangent space T, is 
trivial. Suppose G were conjugate to a subgroup of GL(2, k). We may assume 
that cp is conjugate to a matrix (A i ). After conjugation, the fixed-point locus F is 
the x,-axis. For any point P of F, the p-action on the tangent space is given by 
the same matrix. This is a contradiction. So, the G-action is not linearizable. 
1.7. Theorem. Let A be a k-derivation of additive type on A = k[x,, . , xn]. 
Then A is linearizable if and only if, after a change of variables 
(x1,. . .,X,)H(Yl,..., y,), A is written as 
A = e1y2 a, + FRY, ~3, + . . . + e,_,yn d,_, , 
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Proof. To prove the ‘if’ part, define a k-automorphism cp of A by cp( y,) = x, for 
every i. Then cp * A. ppl(xi) = .q~~+~ if i<n and cp*A.~p~‘(x,)=O. Hence 
cp.A.cp -’ is linear. We shall show the ‘only if’ part. Replacing A by cp . A. p-l 
with cp E Aut,(A”) if necessary, we may assume that A is linear. Then, since A is 
a nilpotent k-linear operator on the vector space kx, + 1. . + kx, , we may assume, 
after a further conjugation of A by an element of GL(n, k), that A(xi) = sixi+, for 
1~ i 5 n - 1 and A(x,) = 0. Then we obtain an expression of A as given in the 
statement. The condition that &i . Ed+, . . . . * cifp_ I = 0 for 15 i YS n - p follows 
from the additivity A’ = 0. q 
1.8. Remark. A subgroup scheme G of Aut,(A”) is affinizabfe if G is conjugate 
to a subgroup scheme in the group consisting of affine transformations. Let G be 
either pP or CY~ and let A be the corresponding k-derivation. Then G is affinizable 
if and only if cp . A . p -’ induces a k-linear endomorphism of the vector space 
kx, + +. . + kx, + k. 1 for some automorphism cp of k[x,, . . . , x,]. The arguments 
in the proof of Theorem 1.3 show that if A is of multiplicative type, A is 
affinizable if and only if A is linearizable. This is, however, not the case if A is of 
additive type. For example, if IZ = 2 and A = a/ax,, then A(x,) = 1 and A(x;) = 0 if 
i > 1, whence A is affinizable. Suppose A is linearizable. Then we can write 
A = y, c~/c?Y, for elements y1 and y, such that k[x,, x2] = k[y,, y2] (cf. Theorem 
1.7). Write x, = f(y,, y2) E k[y,, y2]. Applying A to both sides, we have 
1 = Y2 df/dY, > whence y2 is invertible. This is a contradiction. So, A is not 
linearizable. The arguments in the proof of Theorem 1.7 show that A is affinizable 
if and only if A is written as 
A = &Iy2 a, + .s2y3 a2 + . . . + ~,~~y,~ a,_, + F, a, 
forachangeofvariables(x,,...,~,)~(y,,...,y,),where&~=Oorl,s~.&,+; 
““E. r+p-1 =0 for lsisn-p+l and ai=alay, for liiln. 
1.9. Remark. Let LYE,, be the kernel of the r-ply iterated Frobenius morphism F’ 
of the additive group scheme G,. An action CT of CZ*,~ on an affine scheme 
X = Spec A is given by a k-algebra homomorphism 6 : A * A 63 k[T] with 7” + 0 
such that if one writes S = ~~~,’ ai7j, then {S,}~~,’ is an iterative higher deriva- 
tion of height pr - 1 of A in the sense of Hasse and Schmidt [4]. In particular, if 
one sets A, = $, for 0 pi 5 r - 1, then A,, is a k-derivation of A and other &‘s are 
expressed as 
6, = (A,,)‘” . . * (A,m,)“-ll(iO)! . . . (i,_I)! , 
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where i = i, + i,p + . . . + i,_,p’-’ is the p-adic expansion of i. Moreover, 
(A,)’ = 0 for 0 5 j I r - 1. Suppose A is a polynomial ring k[x,, . . . , x,] and the 
action u is linearizable. Then, after a change of variables 
(x1,. * . ,X,)H(Yi,. . .? y,), S is given as 
s(_Y,)=Yj+fi,(‘T)Y,+l +.Aj(7)Y,+1 +"'+Lj j(‘>Yn (15jsn)T 
where fiyfij(~) = C, Cij,s r5 with cj,,, E k and s ranging positive integers such that if 
s = s,, + SIP + . . . + s,_/ is the p-adic expansion of s, then 1~ s,, + . . * + 
s r_, 5 i. Indeed, we may assume Si( yj) C ky, + . . . + ky, for all i and j, after a 
suitable change of variables. Since AiAj = A,Ai for all i and j, the Ai’s are 
simultaneously triangularizable. Namely, we can write A,( yj) = ~,y~+~ + (terms in 
Yji27 * , . > Y,> and A,(Yj>EkY,+, + .* .+ky,, for lsj%n and trl. We may 
assume cj = 0 or 1. Then S,( yj) E ky,,, + * . . + ky,, where N = s0 + . * . + s,_~ if 
s = so + SIP f.. . + srmlp r-1 is the p-adic expansion of s. Now, the above expres- 
sion of 6(y,) as a linear combination of y,‘s with coefficients in k[T] follows from 
these observations. 
1.10. Example. Suppose p = 2. Let A = k[x,, x2, x3] and let A be a k-derivation 
of additive type on A defined by A = xf 8, + xi ~3, + x,’ ~3~) where a, = Jlaxi. Then 
A is not linearizable. Indeed, suppose that there exists a change of variables 
(x,,x~,x~)H(Y,, y2, y3) suchthatA= F~Y,~~JY~ + E~Y~~/~Y,, where (q, F~>= 
(1,0) and (0,l). Define the subalgebra of A-invariants by A’ = {a E A ( A(a) = 
O}. Then A’ = k[yT, y,, y3] if (Ed, .s2) = (1,0) and A” = k[y,, yz, y3] if (q, F~) = 
(0, 1). In any case, A” is a free A*-module, where A2 = k[yF, y,“, y:]. This is, 
however, not the case by [S, Example 4.61. 
2. Actions of pP,* 
2.1. Let 6 be a p-good DVR and let pP,a be a finite group scheme over 0 as 
defined in the introduction. Let U: pPxn X X-+ X be an action of pp.0 on an affine 
8-scheme X= Spec A and let 6 : A -+ A @ 0[t]l(P - 1) be the associated 6- 
algebra homomorphism. We assume that A is an integral domain. Write 6 = 
~~=~’ 6$, where 6; is an o-algebra endomorphism of A. Hence 6 defines an action 
of~~~aonXifandonlyif6,6,=Oifi#j,6~=6iand1,=6,+6,+...+6,~,. 
set cp=s”+6,i+-..+6,~,5”-‘, where C is a primitive pth root of unity in 
K = Q(0). Then cp EAut,(A) and ‘pP = 1,. Note that cp = 1, if and only if 
6, =. . . = $_r = 0. Indeed, the ‘if’ part is obvious. If p = l,, then 8, = 6,. cp = 
a,{‘. So, if i > 0, 6, = 0. If 6 # l,, then (cp) = ZlpZ. 
2.2. Lemma. Let cp be an automorphism of an B-algebra A of order p. For 
Osilp-1, set 
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si=gg;, and s=s”+s,t+-+sp_,tp-‘. 
I 0 
Then S defines an action of pPUp,a on Spec A if and only if S(A) C A for every 
Qsi<p. 
Proof. By the relation cp = 6, + 6, J + . . . + 8P_1 lPP1, we obtain pi = 8, + S, 5’ + 
. . . + s,_, (Ji)‘-l for OIi< p. Solving these equations in &‘s over K, we obtain 
6, = $ pi (f) j . 
r 0 
If 6 defines an action of pP,O on Spec A, we must have Si(A) C A for every i. 
Conversely, if S(A) C A, it is easy to show that 6,aj = 0 if i # j and 8; = 8,. Hence 
S defines an action of pP,a on Spec A. 0 
2.3. Example. Consider the following case: p = 2, A = 0[x, y], p(x) = --x and 
q(y) = -y - x2. Then cp is an involution on A. Note that S,(x) = i(l + p)(x) = 0 
anda,( $(1+9)(y)= &(y-y-x2)=-~x2~A.HenceSo(A)~A. So,this 
rp does not define an action of F~,~. In fact, the involution still defines a 
Z/2Z-action after reduction mod 2. If we consider instead an involution I,+ on A 
defined by $J(x) = -x and cp( y) = -y - 2x2, then S,(x) = 0, 6,,(y) = -x2, 6,(x) = x 
and 6, ( y) = y + x2. Hence this involution Cc, defines an action of pp.8 and becomes 
the identity after reduction mod 2. This phenomenon holds in general. 
2.3.1. Proposition. Let 0, A and q be the same as in Lemma 2.2. Then cp defines 
(does not define, respectively) an action of pp,o on Spec A via S if and only if cp 
becomes the identity morphism (cp defines a ZlpB-action) on A@‘, k after reduc- 
tion mod p. Cl 
2.4. Lemma. Let cp be as in Lemma 2.2. Define a K-linear endomorphism D, by 
for 15 i <p. Then we have: 
(1) Di=D’with D:=D,=S,+2S,+...+(p-l)S,_,. 
(2) D(A) C A if and only if S,(A) C A for every 0 5 i < p. 
(3) Suppose D(A) C A. Then ny:d (D - j) = 0 as an O-linear operator on A 
and this is the minimal equation for D over K. 
Proof. In the matrix representation, we have ‘(1, D,, . . . , D,_,) = A. B. 
‘(1, cp, . . . , cp’-‘), where A is a p x p-matrix of the form 
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1 . . . 1 
0 A’ 
with a (p - 1) x (p - l)-matrix A’ whose (i, j)th entry is j’ and B is a p x p- 
matrix of the form 
1 1 ..* 1 
pl B’ c 
with a (p - 1) x (p - 1)-matrix B’ whose (i, j)th entry is (J-l)‘. Hence B is the 
inverse of a matrix 
c= ; “c, ) c 1 
with C’ = ((S’)‘). Furthermore, t(Sor 6,) . . . , S,_,) = B. ‘(1, cp,. . . , ppp’). Hence 
‘(1, D,, . . . , D,_,) = A-‘(S,,, 6,, . . . ,~p_l), i.e., we have 
p-1 
(*> Dj= C j’s, foreveryl(i<p. 
I=1 
SO, Di = (Dl)‘. This proves the assertion (1). 
(2) By (*), it is clear that Dj(A) C A provided S,(A) C A for every 15 i 5 
p - 1. Conversely, since t(60, 6,) . . . , a,_,) = A-’ . ‘(1, D,, . . . , D,_,) with 
det A = (p - l)!( p - 2)! . . .2!.1!E6*, 6,(A)CA provided D,(A)CA for 15 
isp-1. 
(3) This is an easy exercise. Note that we have the following relations: 
D = 6, + 26, + . *. + (p - l>S,_, , 
D* = 6, +2262 +*..+(p -1)*6,_, , 
Dp = 6, + 2p6, f.. . + (p - 1)p6p_, . 
Since 6,, . . . ,iJ_, span a K-vector subspace of dimension sp - 1 in the space of 
K-linear endomorphisms of A @ K, we have a relation 
Dp + a,DPml +. . . + a,_,D = 0. 
that is, 
p-1 
zl (i” + aliP-’ + . *. + a,_,i)6, = 0 
If &,...,&I are linearly independent over K, we have 
iP+aliP~‘+~~~+ap_,i=O forl5ilp-1. 
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Thus we have D. (D - 1). . . . . (D - p + 1) = 0. We shall show that 6,). . . , c$_, 
are linearly independent over K. Set Ai = ai( Since 1, = 8, + . . . + a,-, , 
alaj = 0 (i # j) and 6 2 = si, we have A = @ f=il A,. Moreover, 6 defines an 
action (T of E.L~,~, on Spec A and Ai = {a E A Is(a) E At’}. Hence A,, is a subring of 
A and A ;A j C A i+j. Since the action (T is nontrivial, A i0 # 0 for some 0 < i, < p. 
This implies (A,(,)‘#0 for all Ijlp-1 and hence A,#0 for all lsi<p. 
Hence 6,fO for all l<i<p. Suppose a,6,+...+aP_,6,_,=0 with a;EK. 
Then (~~8, = 6,(a,ai + . . . + aP_18PPl) = 0, whence (Y; = 0. 0 
2.5. In the subsequent paragraphs of this section, we assume that D(A) C A. 
Hence 6 defines an action u of j.~~,~ on X = Spec A. 
Lemma. With the above notations, we have: 
(1) D(ab) - aD(b) - bD(a) EpZ,[D(a), . . . , D’-‘(a), D(b), . . . , DP-‘(b)], 
where Z, is-the localization of Z by (p). 
(2) Let D be the k-linear endomorph&m on A = A 8~~ k induced by D. Then fi 
is a k-derivation on A with 0” = 0, and fi determines the p,.k-action on 
X := Spec A. 
Proof. In the formula 6 = 8, + 6,t + . * . + c?,,,-~ t”-‘, replace t by r + 1 to obtain 
(1) 
where r satisfies a relation 
rp + p? + P ( 1 2 7 p-2 +.. *+p7=0 
which follows from tP = 1. Hence ri EPZ[T] if j up. Since 6(ab) = a(a 
express both sides as linear combinations of 1, 7, . . , T’-’ by making use of 
relation (1). Then we have the required formula by comparison of the coefficients 
of the r-terms on both sides. The rest of the assertions is easy to show. 0 
2.6. Definition. Let u be an action of /.L~,~ on X = Spec A, where A is an integral 
domain and let 6 : A + A @ 0’[t] be the associated B-algebra homomorphism. The 
Q-linear endomorphism D defined in Lemma 2.4 is called a pseudo-derivation on 
A associated with (T (or 8). 
2.7. Example. When p = 2 or 3, we can write down the formula in Lemma 2.5 
more explicitly. 
Case p = 2. D = 1 (1 - q), whence 
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D(ab) = aD(b) + D(u)cp(b) = bD(a) + D(b)cp(a) 
= aD(b) + bD(a) - 2D(u)D(b) 
for a, b E A. 
Casep=3. D= ~{3+(0-l)rp+(w~-1)4~~} and 
D(ub) = uD(b) + bD(a) + yD(u)D(b) 
- y{D2(u)D(b) + D2(b)D(a)} + $D2(a)D2(b) 
for a, b E A. 
2.8. Lemma. Assume that D(A) C A. For a E A, the following conditions are 
then equivalent: 
(1) cp(u) = u; 
(2) 6,(u) = a; 
(3) 6,(u) = . . . = S,_,(a) = 0; 
(4) D(u) = 0. 
Proof. (2) j (3) s,(u) = 6,6,(u) = 0 for i # 0. 
(3) + (2) a = 6”(U) + 8,(a) + . . . + s,_,(u) = s,(u). 
(3)+(l) cp(u) = s,(u) + s,(u)J + ... + ~,_,(u)~~~’ = 6,,(u) = a. 
(l)+ (3) Since q’(a) = a for 0 5 i <p, we have pa,,(u) = a + q(u) + . . . + 
cpppl(u) = pa, whence s,(u) = a. 
(3)+ (4) D(a) = &(a) +26,(u) +. . . + (p - 1)6,_,(u) = 0. 
(4) 3 (3) i&(u) = 6,D(u) = 0 for 15 i <p, whence &(a) = 0. Cl 
2.9. Lemma. Set A, = {a E A 1 D(u) = O}. Then A, = 6,(A), A,, is an O-subulgeb- 
ru of A and A is integral over A,. If A is normal, A is a Gulois extension of A,, 
with Gulois group ZlpZ generated by cp. 
Proof. For any element a E A, a is a root of F(T) = HP:, (T - q’(u)) E A,[ T]. 
The rest of the assertions is easy to show. 0 
In view of Lemma 2.8, we call A,, the invariant subring of A under the action v. 
2.10. Lemma. Set A = A @I k and _% = Spec A. Let (T be the action of yp,& on 2 
induced by (T and let (A ),, be the invariant subring of A, i.e., A = {ii E A 1 D(u) = 
0} with D us in Lemma 2.5. Then (A), = A, @ k and hence A, @ k is normal 
provided A is normal. 
Proof. Let u be a uniformisant of the DVR 0. If uu E A 0, then a E A,. Hence 
the B-module A/A,, is torsion-free. So, A, 8 k is a k-subalgebra of A = A @ k. 
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Let 8 = C fz,i $3 be the k-algebra homomorphism from A to A @I k[Fl which 
defines the action 6 of ~l.p,~. Then ME, if and only if s,(a) = a, i.e., 
&,(a) - a E uA if a = a mod uA. Suppose a E (A), and write 8,(a) - a = ua,. 
Since 6: = 6, we have 6,(a) - 6,(a) = ~&(a,). Hence 8,(u,) = 0 and &(a + uui) = 
a + ~a,. This implies that the canonical injective map A, @ k-+ (A), is surjective. 
This verifies the first assertion. If A is normal, then (A), is normal as shown in 
the following sublemma. Hence A, @ k is normal. q 
2.10.1. Sublemma. Let k be a field of positive characteristic p and let B be a 
k-algebra domain. Suppose P~,~ acts on Spec B and let B, be the invariant subring 
of B. Then we have: 
(1) If A is the k-derivation of B associated to the pp.,-uction on Spec B, then 
B, = B n Q(B),, where Q(B), = { 5 E Q(B) ) A( [) = 0} when A is extended natur- 
ally to Q(B). 
(2) B is integral over B, and [Q(B): Q(B,)] = p. 
(3) Zf B is integrally closed, so is B,. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
2.11. Set G = ~l.~,~. We still consider the action u: G x X+X. Let 
@:=(o,l,):GxX + X x X and let Ax : X+ X x X be the diagonal morphism. 
A fiber product 
S:=(GxX,@)x,,,(X,A,) 
is a closed subscheme of G X X and a subgroup scheme of G X X if G X X and S 
are viewed as X-schemes via the second projection of G X X. S is called the 
stabilizer group scheme. The morphism CD is defined by the Q-algebra homo- 
morphism @*:A@A+A[t] such that @*(a@b) = 6(u)b for a, bE A, where 
tP = 1. Noting that the closed subscheme A,(X) of X x X is defined by the ideal 
I:= ~,,,(a’@- l@u)A@A, we know that the closed subscheme S of G X X 
is defined by the ideal J := zaEA (s(u) - u)A[t]. Hence S is defined by the 
O-algebra A[t]lJ which is a finite A-module. On the other hand, the X-group 
subscheme S contains the identity section e, which is defined by the A-algebra 
homomorphism .C : A[ t] lJ -+ A with s(t) = 1. Let L := Ker F which is a finite 
A-module. The reduced support F := (Supp L)red is a reduced closed subscheme 
X consisting of points P at which the stabilizer group up is nontrivial. Note that 
i2/Pn Or h$,k is a simple group (scheme). So, F is the fixed-point locus of the 
action o and the A-module L has rank p - 1 at every point of F. We can write L 
as ~A[T] lJ, where r = t - 1. Hence F is defined by (the radical) of the ideal JO 
generated by the coefficients of s(u) - a, a ranging over all elements of A, when it 
is written as a linear combination of r, . . . , rpp’ with coefficients in A (cf. relation 
(1) in the proof of Lemma 2.5). The arguments in the proof of Lemma 2.4 show 
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that a prime ideal ‘$ of A contains J, if and only if ‘$ contains D(a) for all a E A. 
Therefore, F is defined by the radical of the ideal J, := CatA D(a)A. We can 
consider the fixed-point locus F of the induced action G: pJ,k x x+ x. Then F is 
defined by the radical of the ideal xaEA D(Z)A. Hence F = (F @ k)red. We have 
thus proved the following: 
Lemma. The fixed-point locus F of the action u: pP,c. x X-+ X is defined by the 
radical of the ideal zaEA D(a)A. The fixed-point locus F of the induced action 6 
on the special fiber 2 is given as (F @ k)red and defined by the radical of the ideal 
-&A D(C)A. 
3. Lifting problem 
3.1. We shall formulate the lifting problem again. Let k be an algebraically closed 
field of positive characteristic p and let A” := Spec k[x,, . . . , xn] be the affine 
space of dimension II. Let (T: pP,k x An-A” be an action of pP,k and let A be the 
k-derivation of B := k[x,, . . , xn] associated with 6. Then A’ = A. We say that 
the action G (or the derivation A) is liftable if there exist a good DVR 0 and an 
action (T on As = Spec 6[x,, . , x,,] such that G = (T @Qr k (or a pseudo-deriva- 
tionDonA:=6[x,,..., xn] such that A = D := D 8 k). The lifting problem is a 
problem of asking for necessary or sufficient conditions for a given action of /.L~,~ 
on A” to be liftable. 
3.2. Lemma. Let 0 be a DVR with residue field k. Then the canonical reduction 
homomorphism p : Aut,(Ai~)+ Autk(A:) is surjective. 
Proof. It is well known that Aut,(Ai) is an amalgamated product of the affine 
transformation group and the group of de Jonquiere transformations (cf. [6]). Let 
0 be an affine transformation on AZ and write 8 as 
6(x,) = ax, + /3x2 + A and 0(x,> = yx, + ax, + P 
with (Y, p, y, 6, A, p E k and a6 - &J # 0. Choose a, b, c, d, 1, m E 6 so that they 
have a, p, y, 6, A, p as the residue classes modulo the maximal ideal 2J2 of 6, 
respectively, and define an endomorphism 0 of A$ by 
0(x,) = ax, + bx, + I and 0(x,) = cx, + dx, + m . 
Then, since ad - bc@ZX, 0 is an automorphism of Ai, such that 8 = 0 (8 k. 
Similarly, if T is a de Jonquiere transformation of Ai, write it as T(x,) = x, and 
I = x2 + f(x,) with f(x,) E k[x,]. Choose F(x,) E O[xl] so that f(x,) = F(x,) 
modulo 2720’[x,], and define T E Auta(Ai) by T(x,) = x1 and T(x*) = xz + F(x,). 
Then 7 = T @I k. So, the homomorphism p is surjective. 0 
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3.3. Corollary. Let A be a k-derivation on k[x,, x2] such that A’ = A. If A is 
liftable then a k-derivation 8 . A. 8 m1 is also liftable for every automorphism 0 of 
k]x, 3 ~21. 
Proof. Let cp be an automorphism of B[x,, x2] such that (pp = id and that cp 
induces a pP 6 -action on Ai, which lifts the ~l.~,~- action on Ai defined by A (cf. 2.1 
and Lemma’2.2). By Lemma 3.2, take 0 E Aut,(Ai) so that 0 = 0 @k. Then 
0 * cp. 0-l defines a pP,O-action on Ai lifting the pp.,-action on Ai defined by 
0.A.K’. 0 
3.4. Theorem. Let A be a k-derivation on B = k[x,, . . . , x,,] such that Ap = A. If 
A is linear, then A is liftable. If n = 2, a linearizable k-derivation A with A’ = A is 
liftable. 
Proof. After a linear transformation y, = 0(x,), we can express A as A = 
EIY, l3ldy, + . . . + E, y, a/ay,, where ei E [F,, . By the arguments in Lemma 3.2 and 
Corollary 3.3, we have only to show that A with the above expression comes from 
a pP,O-action on /XJ.. Define a E-L,,~ -action u by 6( yi) = y,t”‘. Then the associated 
pP ,-action coincides with the one given 
above works in view of Corollary 3.3. 
by A. If II = 2, the same argument as 
0 
3.5. In the rest of this section we consider only the case n = 2 and write 
B = k[x, y] instead of k[x,, x2]. Let A be a k-derivation on B with Ap = A. Write 
A = f(x, y) aldx + g(x, y) dlay with f(x, y), g(x, y) E B. We know that the /.L~,~ 
action on At has the fixed-point locus F defined by f(x, y) = g(x, y) = 0. We say 
that A has only isolated zeroes if F # 0 and $ is finite set. Assume that A has only 
isolated zeroes. Let B, = {b E B 1 A(b) = 0} and let r = Spec B,. Then r is a 
normal algebraic surface and the canonical morphism + : if = Ai + r is a finite 
surjective morphism. Let P be a closed point of x and let Q = n(P). It is known 
that r is nonsingular at Q if and only if P$F (cf. [9] or [7]). Furthermore, let P 
be a point of F. By Rudakov and Shafarevich [9, Theorem 21, there exist local 
parameters 5, 77 of 2 at the point P such that A = 5 d/at + qdldq. Then 
5=A(5)=fa5lax+gag/ayE~2,,where~1,istheidealgeneratedbyfandgin 
the local ring OP. Similarly, 77 E ZP. Hence BP C YIP, where YX, is the maximal 
ideal of OP. So, mm, = YIP. This implies that the curves Cf and C, on x defined 
respectively by f = 0 and g = 0 meet each other transversally at the point P. We 
therefore know that F has as many points as length k[x, y] /( f, g). 
3.6. Theorem. Let 0 be a p-good DVR and let u be an action of ~~,a on X = Ai. 
Let A be the k-derivation on B associated with the induced up,,-action G on X = At 
and let F (respectively P) be the fixed point locus of CT (respectively ti). Suppose 
that A has only isolated zeroes. Then P consists of a single point. 
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Proof. Our proof consists of three steps. 
(I) Let K = Q(0) and let ck be the action of ~*.p,k on Ai induced by (T. Since 0 
is p-good, ,-$,K = Z/pi?. Then the action a, is linearizable (cf. [6]). Hence the 
fixed-point locus FK of a, is a nonempty linear subspace of Ai. On the other 
hand, since F = (F @ k)red and FK = F @ K and since F is a finite set, FK consists 
of a single K-rational point, which we may assume to be the origin P,. 
(II) Let F,, be the flat closure of the point P, on X. Namely, if m,,, is the 
maximal ideal of AK = K[x, y] corresponding to P,, then F,, is defined by the 
ideal %lJt, := i!Ro.K II A. If we denote by px : X+ T : = Spec 0 the structure morph- 
ism of the O-scheme X, F, defines a cross-section S to px (cf. [3, Chapter IV, 
Section 2.81). The section S meets the special fiber X of px at the point of origin 
p, on A:. So, we have only to show F = F,,. Recall that F is a reduced closed 
subscheme of X defined by the radical of the ideal J, = D(x)A + D( y)A, where 
A = O[x, y] and D is the pseudo-derivation associated with (T (cf. 2.11). Suppose 
that a relation J, = ./,A, fl A holds, where AK = A GQa K. Then fl = fl A, fl 
A and A /fl is a torsion-free O-module. Since fi A K = Y.Ji,., , we conclude that 
fl = YJJ1,, and hence F = F,,. 
(III) We shall show that J, = J,A K fl A. We have only to show the inclusion 
./,A K f’ A c J,. Let u be a uniformisant of 6. For a E A, suppose we have a 
relation 
(**I ura=uD(x)+wD(y) withu, wEAandr>O. 
Passing to B = A @ k, we obtain a relation 0 = GA(x) + tiA( y), where A is the 
k-derivation on B induced by D. By the hypothesis, A(x) and A(y) have no 
common factors. So, we can write U = iA( y) and W = -fA(x) for z E A and t = z 
mod uA. Hence we can write u = zD(y) + uuI and w = -zD(x) + uwl with 
ui, wi E A. Then, from (**), we obtain 
~‘-‘a = ulD(x) + w,D(y) . 
By induction on Y, we have a E J,. 0 
3.7. Example. A k-derivation A = (x + x”) a/ax + (y + y”) aldy on B satisfies 
Ap = A. The fixed-point locus F contains p* points, whence A is not liftable. 
3.8. Example. Suppose p = 2. Let A be a k-derivation on B given as A = 
xl dldx + yl dldy, where 1 = 1 + 1,x + l,y with I,, I, E k[x2, y’] and either I, # 0 or 
I, # 0. We shall show that A is not liftable. In fact, suppose that A is liftable. So, 
there exists an involution cp on A which induces the k-derivation A. Namely, if we 
set D=i(l-cp), then A=D@k. Write D(x)=xL+ufand D(y)=yL+ug, 
where L = 1-t XL, + yL, with L,, L, E O’[x*, y’] and u is a uniformisant of the 
DVR 0’. The residue classes of L, and L, are respectively 1, and I,. Then we can 
express q(x) and q(y) as 
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q(x) = x - 2xL - 2uf = -x - 2L,x2 - - 2L,xy 2uf, 
cp( y) = -y - 2yL - 2ug = - - 2L2yZ -y 2L,xy - 2ug. 
Compute then the Jacobian determinant 
J .= a(cp(x), P(Y)) 
4x, Y) 
which is an element of (O’[x, y])* = O* and write J as a series in u with 
coefficients in O[x, y]. Note that 2 is divisible by U. Then comparing the 
coefficients of 2, we obtain a relation L,x + L,y E B modulo u6[x, y]. This is 
impossible because L, # 0 or L, # 0. So, A is not liftable. 
3.9. With the foregoing notations, let A = f alax + g ~3iay be a k-derivation on 
B = k[x, y] such that A* = A. Assume that f and g have a nonconstant greatest 
common divisor h. Assume that A is induced by an action of pP,c on X = Spec A 
with A = 6[x, y]. Let H be an element of A such that h = H mod uA. Then the 
argument in the proof of Theorem 3.6 shows that 
J,A,nACJ;:= IJ (J,:H”), 
tl?O 
where (.I1 : H”) = {a E A ( aH” E J,}. We assume, furthermore, that the fixed- 
point locus FK of the pP,K -action on the generic fiber X, = Spec AK has codimen- 
sion one. Note that J,A, = c aEA (q(a) - a)A, (cf. 2.1-2.4). Since the /.L~,~- 
action is diagonalizable, J,A K = xA, after a suitable change of variables in A,. 
Hence J,A, = m, which implies ./,A, II A = dm. Thus we obtained 
the following relation: 
(***) J,CJ,A,nACvmCJ;. 
Let F, be the flat closure of FK. Namely, F, is defined by the ideal ],A, fl A. 
Then, restricting the structure morphism px. * X-K+ T = Spec 6 to F,, we obtain a 
flat surjective morphism p. : F, + T whose generic fiber is the affine line A:. By 
[5, Theorem 11, the special fiber F, ‘$3 k is the affine line AL provided F, C3 k is 
integral. By (***) above, we know that F @ k is contained in the union of F, @ k 
and the locus {h = O}. Since F @ k is the union of the locus {h = 0} and the finite 
set {f/h = g/h = 0}, the curve F, @I k is contained in {h = 0). So, if h is 
irreducible, we know that the special fiber F, @ k is defined by h = 0 and hence 
integral. Therefore the curve h = 0 is isomorphic to A:. We have thus proved the 
following: 
Proposition. Let A = f 81~3~ + g ~31~3~ be a k-derivation on k[x, y] such that Ap = A 
and let h = GCD( f, g). Suppose that h is a nonconstant irreducible polynomial and 
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that the curve dejined by h = 0 is not isomorphic to Ai. Then A is not liftable to a 
pP,,-action on P$ such that the jixed-point locus FK on the generic jiber has 
codimension one. 0 
3.10. Finally we shall state the following: 
Conjecture. Let A be a k-derivation on B = k[x, y] with A’ = A. Then A is 
liftable if and only if A is linearizable. 
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